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Abstract. Proving geometric theorems does not belong to popular activities
at schools of all categories. To facilitate this we can take advantage of tools
which offer dynamic geometry and computer algebra systems. New results
in commutative algebra in the last four decades influenced the methods of
proving, deriving and discovering theorems by computers. At the same time
various dynamic geometry software was developed. Nowadays we can see that
both systems — DGS and CAS — are coming together.
In this paper possible approach how to use both DGS and CAS in proving or
disproving geometric statements is shown. On the example of Brahmagupta’s
theorem the proposed approach will be presented. First we will describe and
verify the theorem in dynamic geometry system GeoGebra. Further we will
show a classical proof of this theorem. Finally we will prove this theorem by
method of automatic theorem proving. We will use a program CoCoA in this
part.
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Introduction

The existence of modern computer tools as dynamic geometry systems (DGS) and
computer algebra systems (CAS) influenced a lot methods of teaching mathematics
at all types and levels of schools — from elementary education to universities [1].
In this paper we will aim at proving or disproving geometric statements with the
use of computers.
The second author leads a geometric seminar at the Faculty of Education at the
University of South Bohemia, Czech Republic for several years. The students are
in their fourth years study, so the have knowledge of basic courses of geometry and
also the basics of the use of CAS and DGS. In the lessons fundamental notions and
results from commutative algebra and the theory of automated geometry theorem
proving are given [3]. At the end of the seminar the students are to write a seminar
work which describes the solution of a given problem from some Internet database,
e.g. [2]. The rules for the seminar work are as follows:

• Describe a selected problem in DGS (Geogebra, Cabri, Geonext,...).
• Formulate a problem into the form of a statement
• Carry out the verification of the statement in DGS.
• Prove the statement classically, without the use of computers.
• Prove the statement in automated way, with the use of computer.
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Students may use Czech or English, TEX or Word, etc. Classical proof of the
statement is included purposely since it is, in our opinion, irreplaceble. Classical
proof requires an insight into the matter of the problem and we should always insist
on it [7]. The other parts of the seminar work are directly connected both with the
use of DGS and CAS, [5], [4], [6], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].

1. Description of a problem

As an example of a seminar work in teacher preparation we will show the following
problem which is from [2].

In a cyclic quadrilateral having perpendicular diagonals, the perpendicular to a side

from the point of intersection of the diagonals always bisects the opposite side.

In the figure above we have a cyclic quadrilateral ABCD with perpendicular diag-

Figure 1. The theorem of Brahmagupta

onals AC and BD. A perpendicular to the side CD goes through the intersection
point I of diagonals and has the feet F .
It is advantageous to take a note here that in all another parts of this paper we
will prove the statement only for one side of a cyclic quadrilateral. The proof for
another sides of a cyclic quadrilateral is similar.
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Verification in GeoGebra

First we will construct the figure in GeoGebra. The steps of construction are as
follows:

1)k; k = (S, r)

2)AC; A, C ∈ k

3)BD; B, D ∈ k ∧ BD⊥AC

4)I; I ∈ AC ∩ BD

5)FI; F ∈ CD ∧ FI⊥CD

6)M ; M ∈ AB ∧ |AM | = |MB|.
In this part we are to show that the midpoint M of a side AB of a cyclic quadrilateral
ABCD belongs to the perpendicular FI. In fact that is very easy. The only thing
we have to do is to ask GeoGebra to find relation between two objects. In our case
there is a relation between the midpoint M and perpendicular FI. GeoGebra will
tell us that the point M lies on the line FI. Thus the verification is done.

Figure 2. Verification

Classical proof

We are to prove that the point M ∈ FI∩AB is the midpoint of a side AB of the
cyclic quadrilateral. We can also say that M is the midpoint of a side AB if and
only if the line FI divides right-angle triangle △BIA onto two isosceles triangles.
From the figure above we can see that

|∠CAB| = |∠CDB|.
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Figure 3. Classical proof

The equality follows from properties of a cyclic quadrilateral exactly by the in-
scribed angle theorem.
Next we have to realize that perpendicular FI divides triangles △CFI and △DIF

into two similar triangles.

|∠FIC| = |∠FDI| = |∠CDB|

Further we can see that ∠FIC and ∠MIA are vertical angles that are equal in
size.

(1.1) |∠FIC| = |∠MIA|

As we have said above the triangle △BIA is right-angle. It implies

(1.2) |∠ABI| = 90 − |∠IAB| = 90 − |∠CAB| and |∠BIM | = 90 − |∠MIA|.

Now we can see that (1.1) and (1.2) imply

|∠ABI| = |∠BTM |.

From above we can see that △IAM and △BIM are isosceles with common arm
MI. This implies

|AM | = |MI| = |MB|,

so the point M is the midpoint of a side AB of the cyclic quadrilateral ABCD.
Hence the classical proof of Brahmagupta’s theorem is done.
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Figure 4. Automated proof

2. Automated proof by computer

Introduction of a coordinate system. For the automated proof we will choose a
Cartesian coordinate system. As we can see from the figure below we denoted by
S = [m, n] the center of the circle, by A = [a, 0], B = [0, b], C = [c, 0], D = [0, d] the
vertices of the cyclic quadrilateral ABCD, by I = [0, 0] the point of intersection of
diagonals AC and BD of ABCD, by F = [e, f ] the foot of the perpendicular FI,
and finally by M = [a

2
, b

2
] the midpoint of

Algebraic formulation of a problem. the side AB.
First we have to translate geometric properties of objects into algebraic form. Like
in a classical proof we have some hypotheses (h1, . . . , h6) and a conclusion (c). We
can express that four points belong to a circle with the equations which follow from
the Pythagorean theorem:

r = |AS| ⇔ h1 : (a − m)2 + n2 − r2 = 0

r = |BS| ⇔ h2 : m2 + (b − n)2 − r2 = 0

r = |CS| ⇔ h3 : (c − m)2 + n2 − r2 = 0

r = |DS| ⇔ h4 : m2 + (d − n)2 − r2 = 0.

The foot F of the perpendicular FI belongs to the side CD of the cyclic quadri-
lateral ABCD:

F ∈ CD ⇔ h5 : de + cf − dc = 0
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The side CD of the cyclic quadrilateral ABCD is perpendicular to the line FI:

CD⊥FI ⇔ h6 : ce − df = 0

We want to show that the midpoint M of a side AB belongs to the line FI. We
can express this relation by the following equation:

M ∈ FI ⇔ c : fa − eb = 0

Proof of a statement. Now we will use computer algebra system CoCoA1 to do some
hard work instead of us. We want to find out whether the conclusion polynomial c

belongs to the ideal I generated by hypotheses polynomials h1, . . . , h6. In CoCoA
we enter

Use~R::=Q[a,b,c,d,e,f,m,n,r];

I:=Ideal((a-m)^2+n^2-r^2,m^2+(b-n)^2-r^2,(c-m)^2+n^2-r^2,

m^2+(d-n)^2-r^2,de+cf-dc,ce-df);

NF(fa-eb,~I);

and get

-be+af

as the result. If the result is not equal to zero then it means that our conclusion
polynomial does not belong to the ideal I.

We will try a second method, the stronger criterion. We will ask whether the
conclusion polynomial c belongs to the radical

√
I of the ideal I. All we have to

do is to add the negation of the conclusion to the set of generators of the ideal I.

Hence we get the ideal J and we ask whether 1 belongs to the ideal J. We enter

Use~R::=Q[a,b,c,d,e,f,m,n,r,t];

J:=Ideal((a-m)^2+n^2-r^2,m^2+(b-n)^2-r^2,(c-m)^2+n^2-r^2,

m^2+(d-n)^2-r^2,de+cf-dc,ce-df,(fa-eb)t-1);

NF(1,J);

and obtain

1

as a result. As in the previous case if we get anything other than 0 as a result, then
it means that our conclusion polynomial is not an element of the ideal J. Hence the
statement is not generally true. It is necessary to look for additional conditions.

Searching for additional conditions. In this step we have to find conditions for which
the theorem is not meaningless. These conditions are called non-degeneracy con-
ditions. These conditions are in form of inequations (6=) and are mostly expressed
only by independent variables. To eliminate all dependent variables and a slack
variable t in ideal J we enter

Elim(e..t,~J);

and get

Ideal(1/4abc-1/4bc^2-1/4acd+1/4c^2d,

1/4abd-1/4bcd-1/4ad^2+1/4cd^2);

as a result. This ideal is called the elimination ideal. It is generated by two
polynomials. Now we will factor the first polynomial entering

Factor(1/4abc-1/4bc^2-1/4acd+1/4c^2d);

1Software CoCoA is freely distributed at the address http://cocoa.dima.unige.it
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We get

[[c,1],[b-d,1],[a-c,1],[1/4,1]]

as a result. These could be the desired conditions. What do they mean?

c 6= 0 . . . If c = 0 then vertices B, C, D are collinear.
b − d 6= 0 . . . If b = d then vertices B and D coincide.
a − c 6= 0 . . . If a = c then vertices A and C coincide.

Finally we have to add these conditions to the ideal I. Thus we obtain ideal K and
we can find the normal form of our conclusion polynomial c. We enter

Use~R::=Q[a,b,c,d,e,f,m,n,r];

K:=Ideal((a-m)^2+n^2-r^2,m^2+(b-n)^2-r^2,(c-m)^2+n^2-r^2,

m^2+(d-n)^2-r^2,de+cf-dc,ce-df,c(b-d)(a-c)t-1);

NF(fa-eb,~K);

and get

0

as a result. It means that the conclusion polynomial c belongs to the ideal K. Hence
the theorem is generically true and the computer proof is done.

Conclusion

The use of computers by verification and proving geometric theorems in teacher
preparation is, in our opinion, very important. Geometric seminar offers the first
familiarization with the theory of automated geometry theorem proving to future
teachers of mathematics. We hope that this approach will help to students improve
their attitude to proving mathematical theorems.

Acknowledgment. The authors thank to the referees for valuable comments and
remarks which improved the quality of the text.
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